HRGAC - 22 Rifle League

BACKGROUND:

PURPOSE:

The HRGAC’s .22 League is a historic league that
has been in place since at least 1964. Traditionally,
equipment used was more geared toward precision
shooting with high accuracy capable rifles and
specific shooting clothing.

In general, .22 rifle shooting is recognized as being
both a starting point and a maintenance point for all
types of other shooting, be it competition,
recreational or hunting. This League utilizes the
Winchester/NRA Marksmanship Qualification
Program to make an effort to draw in new shooters
(young and old), as well as continue offering a
program for the experienced precision shooters who
want to continue with the traditional NRA 3/4p
program.

TODAY, we offer a SPORTER division for those just
starting out. You can use a Club Rifle if you do not
own one or bring any out of the box .22LR with a
scope or without.

YOUTH & PARENTS

Three Course of Fire Options

Our goal is to offer a continuing shooting program to
youth who have graduated or aged out of the very
successful club BB Gun Program. Listed rules and
courses of fire are defined from the Winchester
Rimfire Rifle Qualification and the NRA Smallbore Rifle
Rule books.

o Bench or Prone Course
o Off-Hand | Standing Course
o 3-Position Course (Prone, Kneeling, Standing)

Getting Started
New, first time, just interested, curious, wondering what is offered beyond
BB-Gun? Find out what it is all about, join us any time, we are happy to
talk with you.

Earn Global Recognition
You compete against yourself as you progress through a series of
qualification ratings. Earn your Rimfire patch, rating rockers, and medals.

We welcome all Club Members ages 14* and up.

Details







League runs till May 3rd
Limited Spots, attend as many nights as you can, no obligations
We shoot each Friday Night at 7:00 pm on Range 1
Club firearms available for use
15$ mid-season entry fee (start this Friday)
Open to Club Members

Additional
Fun
Shoots

Precision
Training

Shared
Experience
w/ your Youth
*participants 14-17 must be accompanied with a parent.

